
Supply Chain Assistant
(Fulltime) 

Are you looking for new challenges with heart and mind?

"Free of Chick Culling" is the promise of Respeggt GmbH, based in Cologne, Germany and De 
Klomp, the Netherlands. 
We help the egg sector to put an end to chick culling with our solution of in-ovo sexing. We set 
the framework for the "Free of Chick Culling" guarantee and certify the "Free of Chick Culling" 
Respeggt label.
We are an international, highly motivated team with a wide range of expertise in the fields of 
agriculture, business management and commercialisation, working with a wealth of experience 
in the poultry industry and strong partners to put an end to the culling of male chicks.

Your role with us:

You are right in the middle of it: Support the Respeggt partners along the entire Supply Chain 
(from hatching egg to consumer egg in the supermarket) in the processes to ensure the 
Respeggt promise " Free of Chick Culling ".
You take care of the logistics of the entire Supply Chain and the Supply Chain Department
You maintain all partner information into the Supply Chain Monitoring System
You oversee our Respeggt mystery shoppers

What we are looking for:

Understanding large amounts of data and their correlations is no problem for you
You feel at home in the digital world and are a professional in using MS Office, especially 
Excel
Fluent in German and English 
You have a conscientious and responsible way of working
You describe yourself as a team player with strong communication skills
Willing to travel
Driving licence required

What we offer:

Meaningful activity
Flexible working hours 
Attractive salary
Collegial and international working atmosphere

Please send us your complete application documents with details of your salary expectations 
and availability to Maribe Lehmkühler at job@respeggt.com. 

We look forward to hearing from you!
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